INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

SINGLE PROCESS COLOR, PERMANENT, SEMI AND DEMI

1. Mix color and developer as usual.
2. Measure 3.5 ml (1/8 oz.) of b³ Brazilian Bond Builder and mix in with your color.
3. Proceed with application and process as normal.

NOTE: For clients with coarse/long hair use (1/4 oz.) 7 ml of b³ Brazilian Bond Builder. Do not add more developer.

HIGHLIGHTS AND OMBRE, SOMBRE, COLOR MELT

1. Mix 30 ml (1 oz.) scoop of bleach with developer using a 1:2 ratio.
2. Add 7 ml (1/4 oz.) of b³ Brazilian Bond Builder and mix in with your lightener.
3. Proceed with application of lightener and process as normal.

NOTE: If mixture is too thin after adding b³ Brazilian Bond Builder add more bleach powder until it reaches your preferred consistency. Do not add more developer.

BALAYAGE

1. Mix 30 ml (1 oz.) scoop of bleach with developer using a 1:2 ratio.
2. Measure 3.5 ml (1/8 oz.) of b³ Brazilian Bond Builder and mix in with your lightener. Even if you mix 1 oz. of developer to bleach you will only add 3.5 ml (1/8 oz.) of b³ Brazilian Bond Builder.
3. Proceed with application of lightener and process as normal.

NOTE: If mixture is too thin after adding b³ Brazilian Bond Builder add more bleach powder until it reaches your preferred consistency. Do not add more developer.

HIGH LIFT AND ON SCALP BLEACH

1. Mix 30 ml (1 oz.) scoop of bleach with developer using a 1:2 ratio.
2. Add 7 ml (1/4 oz.) of b³ Brazilian Bond Builder and mix in with your lightener.
3. Proceed with application of lightener and process as normal.

NOTE: If mixture is too thin after adding b³ Brazilian Bond Builder add more bleach powder until it reaches your preferred consistency. Do not add more developer.

MEASURING GUIDE

1 b³ ampoule = 7 ml (1/4 oz.)

IMPORTANT

USE ONE SCOOP (1 oz.) OF BLEACH TO 1/4 oz. OF b³. PLEASE NOTE SOME SCOOP SIZES ARE 1/2 oz.

FOR BALAYAGE AND SINGLE PROCESS SERVICES, YOU’LL USE (1/8 oz.) OF b³

#brazilianbondbuilder
@brazilianbondbuilder
@brazilianbondbuilder
@b3bondbuilder

To purchase CALL 1.844.366.4333 or visit brazilianbondbuilder.com